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Introductions
• Parameter uncertainty is frequently included in simulations to support model-based decision-making in pharmacomet-

rics.

• The recently-deprecated metrumrg package for R previously included functionality for simulating both fixed effect and
random effect parameters.

• The objective of this work was to spin off a new R package (simpar) that preserved this important functionality and
extended the set of features to better support incorporating parameter uncertainty in pharmacometric simulations.

Methods
• simpar is a freely available open-source R package available on GitHub [1] for the simulation of parameter uncertainty

in pharmacometric simulations.

• Development of the simpar package started with the relevant functionalities in the now-deprecated R package, metrumrg.

• New features were incorporated to expand the applicability of the package.

Results A
Parameter Uncertainty Simulations in simpar

• Given a set of parameter estimates and the associated variance-covariance matrix output by a pharmacometric or sta-
tistical model (i.e., a mixed effects model), simpar allows users to:

– Sample fixed effect parameters (THETA) assuming a multivariate normal distribution.

– Sample interindividual variability random-effect (OMEGA) matrix and residual variability random-effect (SIGMA)
matrix assuming inverse Wishart distributions if the matrix dimension is 2 × 2 or more.

– Sample interindividual variability random-effect (OMEGA) matrix and residual variability random-effect (SIGMA)
matrix assuming inverse chi-square distributions if the matrix dimension is 1 × 1.

• New functionalities were developed to expand the traditional behavior of simpar (Results C).

Figure 1: Example simpar input.

Figure 2: Example code for parameter
uncertainty simulations using simpar. • nsim: scalar numeric specifying the number of sets to attempt.

• theta: vector of point estimates of fixed effect parameters.

• covar: variance-covariance matrix for fixed effect parameters.

• omega: list of variance-covariance matrices for first level random
effects.

• odf: vector of omega degrees of freedom, one per matrix (typi-
cally ≥ number of individuals in the data set).

• sigma: list of variance-covariance matrices for second level ran-
dom effects.

• sdf: vector of sigma degrees of freedom, one per matrix (typi-
cally ≥ number of observations in the data set).

Figure 3: Example simpar output. Typical output is a data frame, with column names indicating parameters, and row

names indicating set number.

Results B
Pharmacometric Simulations Incorporating Parameter Uncertainty

• Users can request simulated outputs in multiple formats, including:

– format = "df": Default. The traditional R data frame output with rows defining the sample index and columns
defining the parameter names.

– format = "list": An R list output containing simulated THETA vectors, and OMEGA and SIGMA matrices, which are
structured for use directly in simulations with mrgsolve.

Figure 4: Simulations incorporating parameter
uncertainties using simpar data frame (df) output.

Figure 5: Simulations incorporating parameter
uncertainties using simpar list output.

Results C
Simulate Diagonal Matrices in simpar

• Users can request simulated off-diagonal OMEGA and SIGMA elements be fixed to zero when they are zero in the input
matrices (diagonal matrices).

• In this case, on-diagonal OMEGA or SIGMA elements are simulated as a series of independent inverse chi-squared sim-
ulations regardless of dimensionality.

Figure 6: Simulate Block
Matrices.

Figure 7: Simulate Diagonal
OMEGA Matrices.

Figure 8: Simulate Diagonal
OMEGA and SIGMA Matrices.

Conclusions
simpar R package provides a flexible tool for users to perform pharmacometric simulations with parameter uncertainty.
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